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Today in luxury marketing:

US stocks slightly higher as Coty makes a deal, Este Lauder beats

Stocks are lifting modestly higher even as Asian markets closed lower on a drop in the Purchasing Managers Index
in China, per Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Luxury attire and accessory stores woo the well-heeled

The well-dressedand well-heeledIndian is being wooed in innovative ways by multi-brand luxury attire and
accessory stores, says Forbes India.

Click here to read the entire article on Forbes India

Can Dubai really become a global fashion capital?

You can now add Dubai to the growing list of cities vying for the status of global fashion capital. On the evening of
Oct. 29, a parade of international fashion executives, editors and models partook in a fashion show-cum-photo op
tour of Dubai Mall as part of Franca Sozzani's third annual Vogue Fashion Dubai Experience, a series of events
bringing together international fashion figures and the local fashion community, reports Business of Fashion.

Click here to read the entire article on Business of Fashion

Protecting underage models becomes a federal issue

Paul D. Ryan, the new speaker of the House of Representatives, has another potential issue on his hands. For the first
time since Brooke Shields donned her Calvins in the '80s, spurring a national conversation, the question of
underage models has reached the white dome of the Capitol, according to the New York Times.

Click here to read the entire article on the New York Times
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